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Managing The Big Picture In
Placating your people with money, achievement or responsibilities won’t help your organization achieve its potential.

When it Comes to Advisor Retention, Think About the Big Picture
What’s the big picture of investing? Raamdeo Agrawal says that in the next 10 years, Sensex can hit 2,00,000. The expected corporate profits are rising at 15% CAGR. India's GDP to grow at 12-13% CAGR.

The Big Picture With Raamdeo Agrawal, Ashwani Bhatia & Irfan Razack
Whether you are invested in venture funds or not, you should be cheering for Congruent’s founders, Abe Yokell and Josh Posamentier, since they are working very hard to make sure their portfolio ...

The Big Picture: Congruent Ventures – Tending ClimateTech’s New Shoots
U.K.-based One Big Picture has joined BlackBox Multimedia and Stone Village TV to co-produce an adaptation of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, The Modern Prometheus.

One Big Picture Boards Frankenstein Series
Africa as an investment destination, however, is not entirely without risks due to social unrest, lack of infrastructure, and poverty. Even with evidence of improvements, it is difficult to predict ...

The Big Picture: Why should investors allocate to Africa
In this Big Picture series of articles ... In this series, we cover key crisis management lessons learned from a year of managing a lab during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Big Picture
MONTPELIER - Charlie Barbieri puts in long days, operates on short sleep and can go a mile a minute when he needs to.

Mountaineers manager ready for the long haul
Some 40 years ago, supply chains were domestic or local, and they presented a pretty simple process. The globalization ...

Big Data, Big Impact. How Big Data Analytics Influences Supply Chains
Boomers big man Jock Landale has defended Ben Simmons as we await the NBA star’s Tokyo Olympic commitment, declaring: “ Some guys just don’t want to play for their country, and they shouldn’t be ...

Boomers big man Jock Landale defends Ben Simmons amid conjecture over Olympics
Scheduling/controller contractor Project Controls Cubed preserves project managers’ decision-making experience using InEight Schedule’s AI to automatically build complex schedules, adjust for risk and ...

Artificial Intelligence is Revolutionizing This Contractor's Construction Scheduling and Risk Management
With the Cubs off Wednesday, it’s time to break down their quick two-game set against Cleveland ahead of a challenging road trip.

3 takeaways from the Chicago Cubs’ series split with the Cleveland Indians
Customers can soon earn points with qualifying purchases, which can be redeemed for “freebies” from the restaurant during a future visit.

McDonald’s launching loyalty program: Here’s how many points you’ll need for a Big Mac
In this special guest feature, Michael C. Skurla, Chief Product Officer of Radix IoT, points out that with previously untapped information now at their fingertips, facilities owners and operators are ...

Data, Data Everywhere–Are You Capturing The Data Gold From Your Facilities?
In this Big Picture series of articles, we’ll provide a brief overview of bioprocessing and bioprocess engineering with a particular focus on bioprocessing for therapeutics, as well as a more in-depth ...

Bioprocessing: Where It Is and Where It's Going
Just 90 minutes from Dallas and only an hour from Fort Worth is one of the wildest places in Texas. Fossil Rim Wildlife Center in Glen Rose puts guests up close with nature. More than 50 species live ...

Experience the other side of the world just 90 minutes from home
The Chicago Cubs’ 10-game trip starts in Los Angeles with a four-game series against the Dodgers Thursday. With the Cubs off Wednesday, it’s time to breakdown their quick two-game set against ...

3 takeaways from the Chicago Cubs’ series split with the Cleveland Indians, including backend bullpen dominance and a revealing schedule
management skills and big-picture thinking. "She transformed DOES from an agency where people used to go only to file unemployment claims to one that now helps prepare residents for a brighter ...

Lisa Mallory looks back on her DCBIA tenure, and the priorities ahead, as she preps to move on
To read the full version, download the publication: Views and opinions expressed are presented for informational purposes only and are a reflection of UBS Asset Management’s best judgment at the time ...

The big picture
While synchronized global demand growth was a defining feature of 2017, the short-term growth impulse has been more discordant – with the strength of the US contrasting sharply with softening in other ...
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